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Across

5. the blinking line found at the active 

point of the keyboard imput; 

repositioned by left clicking the mouse 

in the position you want it

7. a software program that preforms 

one or more computer functions

13. the first thing you see when you log 

into the Mac

14. a shape on the screen that 

represents a document, program, disk, 

or application

15. temporarally holds any files and 

folders that you have deleted

17. Universal Serial Bus

18. erases a selected object in a 

document; found under the Edit Menu

19. the app that lets you veiw and edit 

files and folders

21. accessibility feature that allows 

user interface elements and paragraphs 

of text to be spoken by the Mac

Down

1. to start an app by double clicking 

on an app or document

2. the process of recovering data from 

a backup

3. the grey shaded strip on the 

right-hand side of the screen and all 

documents

4. when an error happens in the 

program; may cause the screen to freeze 

up or quit automatically

6. a file that stores an application's 

user preferences

8. found at the top of the Macintosh 

screen; used to open, close, print, save, 

and quit opperations

9. provides access to items and 

services; includes: Sleep, Restart, 

Shutdown commands ect.

10. used to enter text or operate a 

function in a program

11. the shelf at the bottom of the 

screen that holds icons for easy access

12. the external aspects of a computer; 

includes things like printers and scanners

16. any program that can be stored and 

used on a computer; internal aspects of 

the computer

20. allows you to turn off the Mac


